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A BOOZ & COMPANY STUDY
REVEALS THAT ONLY
17 PERCENT OF COMPANIES
ARE POISED FOR A
PROFITABLE FUTURE.
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Since the economic crisis, many companies have
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been trying to figure out the best way to reposition
themselves for greater performance and success in the
future. Clearly the answer involves some combination
of growth strategy and cost management. Over the
past several years, working in a variety of industries,
we have seen firsthand that companies that do three
things together seem to be better positioned for a sustainable course of high performance. First, they create
clarity and coherence in their strategy, articulating the
differentiating capabilities that they will need to win
in the marketplace. Second, they put in place an optimized cost structure and approach to capital allocation,
with continual investment in the capabilities critical to
success, while proactively cutting costs in less-critical
areas to fund these investments. Third, they build supportive organizations. They redesign their structures,
incentives, decision rights, skill sets, and other organizational and cultural elements to more closely align
their behavior to their strategy, and to harness the collective actions of their people.
We call this the Fit for Growth* approach, because
it builds competitive muscle while cutting the corporate fat that weighs a company down. At companies
that use this approach, cost actions are creative and
strategic (as opposed to reactive and tactical), freeing
up funds to be reinvested in those parts of the business
that are most important for growth (see Exhibit 1). At
the same time, an organizational fabric is put in place
that guides employees to do the right things day in and
day out, helping the entire enterprise build and sustain
competitive advantage (see “Is Your Company Fit for
Growth?” by Deniz Caglar, Jaya Pandrangi, and John
Plansky, s+b, Summer 2012).

Also contributing to this article
were Booz & Company
principal Jitendra Chhikara,
senior associate
Ritesh Sharma, and senior
manager Marc Johnson.

* Fit for Growth is a registered
service mark of Booz &
Company Inc. in the United
States.

To gauge the effectiveness of this approach, we
created a quantitative metric—the Fit for Growth Index—that is built on its three core elements (see “Calculating the Fit for Growth Index,” page 5). We then
analyzed almost 200 companies headquartered in Europe and North America, selected from a wide range
of industries. Most of these companies are active in
markets around the world. We calculated an index
score for each of these sample companies, based on an
analysis of their basic business attributes (for example,
their portfolio of products and presence in critical
markets), and the key actions they had undertaken
over a 24-month period to improve performance.
Finally, we compared the index values for each
company with its total shareholder return (TSR) over
the same period. By itself, the index provides a simple
yet comprehensive check on a company’s readiness
to grow. When combined with TSR data, it provides
a framework for understanding which actions and
attributes are likely to have the greatest impact on
performance. We did, in fact, find a correlation:
Companies with high scores on the Fit for Growth
Index, as a group, scored higher in general performance as well.
A closer look at the index reveals that relatively
few companies have comprehensively equipped themselves to drive superior growth. In fact, we found five
recurring patterns in the scores: five types of companies, each with its own level of readiness for growth
(see Exhibit 2). Like all archetypes, these are, of
course, simplifications; their purpose is to distill the
essential, common characteristics of each cluster, but
not every company in an archetype group will display
all the characteristics.
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Exhibit 1: Fit for Growth* Framework
These three building blocks can be assessed and scored. In combination, they provide useful indicators of whether a company is ready for growth.

Company’s Strategy and Way to Play
Articulates how the business creates differentiated value for customers

Resource Alignment

Supportive Organization

• Clearly articulated and coherent
strategy

Release Funds

• Systematic investments in
differentiating capabilities

• Sustainable and differentiated
capabilities for growth

Invest in HigherValue-Added
Priorities

• Proactive and tailored cost
reduction actions

• Organizational structure that is
market-back and tied to the basic
characteristics of the business

Strategic Clarity and Coherence

• Presence in critical product, market,
and customer segments

Enable and Sustain
Reductions

• Coherent and supportive incentives,
decision rights, skill sets, cultures

• Lean cost structure in
low-criticality areas
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* Fit for Growth is a registered service mark of Booz & Company Inc. in the United States.
Source: Booz & Company

Exhibit 2: Five Archetypes of Fitness
These profiles of company types are based on recurring patterns evident in the Fit for Growth Index results.
Strategically Adrift

Distracted

Capability Constrained

In the Game

Ready for Growth

Low score on strategic
clarity and coherence
(regardless of scores in
resource alignment and
supportive organization)

Medium score on
strategic clarity and
coherence, and low or
medium score in both
resource alignment and
supportive organization

High score on strategic
clarity and coherence,
and low or medium score
in both resource
alignment and supportive
organization

High score on both
strategic clarity and
coherence and resource
alignment; low or medium
score on supportive
organization

High scores on all
attributes

• Strategy and critical
priorities are unclear and
not widely understood,
even among top
management

• Generally middle-ofthe-pack in effectiveness
and efficiency, which
jeopardizes the
longer-term “right to win”

• Category includes many
companies traditionally
thought of as competent
performers

• From a market
effectiveness perspective,
doing almost everything
right

• Differentiating
capabilities needed to win
in the market are not
clearly articulated or
exhibit large gaps

• Core elements of
strategy and some critical
capabilities exist at the
“table stakes” level, but
are not distinctive enough
to serve as a competitive
advantage

• Have strong strategies,
and a coherent and
clearly articulated set of
capabilities

• Strategy is clear,
differentiated, and well
articulated

• Strategy is clear,
differentiated, and well
articulated, and it has
demonstrated resilience
to market and
environmental changes

• Approach is fundamentally reactive, with
strategic decisions easily
swayed by external events
or competitors’ actions
• Susceptible to being
outflanked by competitors
or being left flat-footed by
fundamental shifts in their
industry

• Lack of a focused and
differentiated strategy
makes it difficult to
mobilize investment and
elevate performance to
top-quartile levels

• With strategy unclear,
cost structure,
investments, and
organization are inevitably
misaligned and incapable
of driving high performance

Percentage of
companies:

14%

Source: Booz & Company

• However, execution isn’t
keeping pace with intent—
critical areas of the
business may not be
receiving enough
investment, and cost
structure may be
misaligned with strategic
priorities
• May be held back by
inadequate practices,
processes, or
technologies

• Capabilities are
distinctive and well
developed, and they drive
clear competitive
advantage
• But are held back from
achieving full potential by
organizational attributes
(e.g., complicated matrix
structures, onerous
governance processes,
high leadership turnover,
talent gaps, or a
misaligned culture)

• Have a big-picture
understanding of what it
takes to win, but they
need more discipline in
execution

49%

20%

11%

• Capabilities are highly
advanced and lead the
industry
• Resources are
systematically directed to
initiatives and
opportunities with the
highest strategic and
financial returns
• Organizational
structures support key
capabilities, with talent in
the right places and
efficient decision making
• Market success rests on
a foundation of coherent,
proven, and sustainable
fundamentals, rather than
on transitory factors such
as managerial talent or
favorable market
conditions

6%
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Calculating the
Fit for Growth
Index

T

Performance and Readiness

What does this analysis tell us about corporate performance? How does a company’s “readiness for growth”
affect its market return?
To measure the connection, we assigned each
company a Fit for Growth Index score and compared
it to the company’s total shareholder return over the
two-year period from August 2010 through July 2012.
Each company received a normalized TSR score between 0 and 100; 100 represented the company with
the highest return in its industry segment, and 0 represented the company with the lowest. This form of
calculation insulated the TSR results from external
factors that might affect some sectors more than others—for example, higher-than-usual exposure to declines in spending due to the recession.
We found a strong correlation between sharehold-

tors together constitute a com-

cost reduction (15 percent), and im-

pany’s execution capability. Thus,

provement initiatives aligned with

a company’s index score is derived

strategy (5 percent)

in equal parts from its strategy

• Supportive organization:

and its executional fitness. These

speed and decisiveness (10 per-

weightings reflect our belief that

cent), strong leadership (5 percent),

he index assesses companies

strategy and execution are equally

supportive culture (5 percent)

in three key areas: strategic

important in determining perfor-

clarity reinforced by an aligned
group of capabilities; an aligned

mance.
The three factors, in turn, were

Our survey sample comprised

resource base and cost structure;

made up of several components,

197 companies in 17 industries.

and a supportive organization.

each with its own weighting. These

Companies were chosen to yield a

Each company received a compos-

subcomponents are:

balanced sample including high,

ite score from 1 to 5 based on its

• Strategic clarity and co-

medium, and low financial per-

“fitness” in each of these areas (5

herence: coherent strategy (15

formers in each industry, based on

being the most fit). In calculating

percent), strong capabilities (10

their total shareholder return over

the scores, we weighted the three

percent), strong/coherent product

a two-year period. To supplement

factors as follows: strategic clar-

portfolio (10 percent), presence in

our knowledge of the companies,

ity and coherence at 50 percent,

critical markets (15 percent)

we examined information from

resource alignment at 30 percent,

• Resource alignment: system-

research databases, analysts’

and supportive organization at 20

atic investments in differentiating

reports, earnings call transcripts,

percent. The second and third fac-

capabilities (10 percent), thoughtful

and business periodicals.
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Nonetheless, all of the 197 companies we surveyed
can be credibly assigned to one of the archetypes.
When we did this, we found that more than threequarters weren’t optimally equipped to win in their
chosen space. A sizable majority were either “Distracted” (they lacked a clearly articulated “right to win”
and set of differentiating capabilities) or “Capability
Constrained” (they had not adequately operationalized
a theoretically strong strategy and capabilities set). As
might be expected, the number of companies that were
“Strategically Adrift”—without a coherent strategy—
was smaller; most major companies have developed a
basic alignment to the needs of their market. The most
telling finding: Only two categories, “In the Game”
and “Ready for Growth,” provided consistently strong
performance, and less than one-fifth of the companies
(17 percent) fell into either of these two groups.

Exhibit 3: The Correlation of the Index and Performance
This diagram shows the comparative placement of 197 sample companies on scales showing performance (two-year normalized total shareholder
return on the y-axis) and readiness for growth (the Fit for Growth Index score on the x-axis).
KEY:

Normalized
TSR Score

STRATEGICALLY ADRIFT

DISTRACTED

CAPABILITY CONSTRAINED

IN THE GAME

100

Limited Brands
Capital One Financial
BlackRock

Comcast
U.S. Bancorp

80

READY FOR GROWTH

Whole Foods Market
Time Warner Cable
Luxottica Group
Diageo
Wal-Mart Stores

60

40

20

Fit for Growth Index Score

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

Source: Booz & Company

Exhibit 4: Distribution of Normalized TSR Scores
by Fit for Growth Index Score
Companies with higher index scores (at right) have better TSR profiles.
The width of each column reflects the number of companies falling into
that index score category.
KEY:

LOW

64

MEDIUM HIGH

107

HIGH

26

COMPANIES

COMPANIES

COMPANIES

19%

16%

42%

Medium High

Normalized TSR

MEDIUM LOW

High

34%

27%

Medium Low

Medium High

45%

High

31%

Medium Low

Medium
High

12%

Medium
Low

47%
Low

27%

Low

Low and
Medium Low

Medium
High

Fit for Growth Index Score
Source: Booz & Company

High

er return and levels of development in the key areas
that make a company growth-ready. In addition, we
discovered a clear “clumping” of archetypes. Those
with similar patterns of development also had similar
patterns of performance (see Exhibit 3).
Although the strength of the relationship varies
by industry, our analysis confirms overall correlation.
Almost three-quarters of companies with high index
scores had high or medium-high TSR scores, and the
companies with lower index scores tended to have
lower TSR scores (see Exhibit 4 ).
Once the link between the index scores and market returns was established, the next logical question
became, What specific elements, if any, in the index framework best explain strong performance? To
find out, for each of 10 key subcomponents (listed in
“Calculating the Fit for Growth Index,” page 5), we
grouped our company sample into three bands (low,
medium, and high scorers) and calculated the average
TSR for each of those bands. This allowed us to determine those subcomponents that had the biggest gap
between high- and low-scoring companies.
In general, we found distinct differences between
the high and low TSR scorers. A few of the subcompo-
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nents within each of the building blocks (strategic clarity, resource alignment, and supportive organization)
appear to have a particularly powerful impact on TSR
scores. These are coherent strategy, strong capabilities,
systematic investments, aligned initiatives, speed and decisiveness, and strong leadership. It should also be noted
that even the high scorers in these areas achieved average
TSR values of less than 60 on a scale from 0 to 100. This
finding suggests that there is still room for improvement,
even for this strongly performing peer group.
Implications for Management

Three messages emerge from our research. First is the
clear relationship between the index scores and market
performance. Doing well on the attributes of the index
matters.
Second, the majority of companies we analyzed
have some distance to go before they can be considered truly ready for sustainable growth. Only about a

in other areas. Through rigorous,

positioning, and never if the target

forward-looking review processes,

won’t be a good cultural fit.

they are able to keep their strate-

• Supportive organization:

gies relevant, sensing and rap-

“Ready for Growth” companies are

idly adapting to market changes.

organizationally efficient, flexible,

They’re quicker to innovate, are

and lean. They align their power

willing to make calculated big bets,

structures and allocate decision

lthough every company is dif-

and feel no qualms about killing

rights in ways that best serve

ferent, our analysis revealed

investments that aren’t paying off.

strategic priorities and business

a set of common characteristics

• Resource alignment: In the

realities, rather than aligning them

that underpin many of the compa-

area of resource allocation, “Ready

with historical legacies or indi-

nies in the strongest “Ready for

for Growth” companies employ a

vidual agendas. They create nimble

Growth” archetype. Consider these

disciplined process that ensures

mechanisms for governance and

elements across the three building

adequate funding for high-growth,

collaboration across business

blocks of the framework.

core activities. Clear and objective

units. Talent management prac-

investment criteria prevent depart-

tices support key capabilities by

herence: At “Ready for Growth”

ment rivalries and other parochial

moving the best people into pivotal

companies, strategic priorities are

concerns from interfering with the

roles. A coherent culture sets

specific, actionable, and—most

allocation of funds to top corporate

norms and expectations that reflect

critically—widely understood at

priorities. These companies man-

the requirements for success in the

all levels of the company. Leaders

age spending strategically, making

marketplace. An ethos of excel-

make clear choices, striving for

rigorous trade-offs based on cost

lence and continuous improvement

“best-in-class” prowess only in the

transparency and a deep under-

prevails, reinforced by systems

distinctive capabilities that create

standing of how they earn money.

that reward performance.

sustainable competitive advan-

Acquisitions are made only if they

tage, and accepting “good enough”

advance the company’s strategic

• Strategic clarity and co-
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THE MAJORITY OF
COMPANIES WE
ANALYZED HAVE
SOME DISTANCE
TO GO BEFORE
THEY ARE READY
FOR SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH.

Consumer
Products and the
Power of Fitness

organization to deliver on the value

geo and Church & Dwight Company,

proposition that sets them apart

a midsized company best known for

from competitors.

its Arm & Hammer brand, stand out

How, then, do index scores line

for the coherence of their strate-

up with shareholder return in the

gies, the power of their differentiat-

consumer products industry? We

ing capabilities, and their focused

by Deniz Caglar, Jaya Pandrangi,

found a remarkably clear correla-

use of resources and organizational

and Thomas Ripsam

tion (see Exhibit A).

structures to create a right to win in

T

the marketplace.

The survey data also revealed
which components of the index had

between index scores and

the greatest impact on shareholder

Diageo

shareholder return, we looked

return. Gaps between high- and

Diageo is a global alcoholic bever-

closely at the consumer packaged

low-performing companies were

ages company with brands that

goods industry. This industry is a

greatest in factors related to strate-

include Johnnie Walker, Smirnoff,

good proving ground for several

gic clarity and resource alignment.

and Guinness. Diageo sells in more

reasons: It’s a big industry with

Differences between high- and

than 180 countries and derives 40

companies of all sizes that operate

medium-performing companies

percent of its sales from emerg-

in markets around the world. Our

were most pronounced in the sup-

ing markets. These figures reflect

sample comprised 23 companies

portive organization category.

the company’s overarching growth

in the food, beverage, household

strategy of expanding leading

For deeper insight, we ex-

products, and related segments.

amined two particularly strong

brands into new markets, using a

Most are multinationals with a

performers that embody the key

tailored approach for each.

broad global presence.

principles of the Fit for Growth ap-

These segments don’t exhibit

Diageo relies on a small set of
differentiating capabilities: market-

proach. Global beverage giant Dia-

identical results, but they do share
certain broad characteristics relevant to our analysis of the factors
that affect long-term performance.
Their common foundational elements—such as a similar distribution channel structure—support
basic comparability across com-

Exhibit A: The Fit for Growth Index and Consumer Packaged Goods
Companies such as Kimberly-Clark, Mattel, and Brown-Forman have demonstrated an ability to
produce sustained shareholder value. They also score high on the index. Consumer products
manufacturers with low index scores produced lower two-year total shareholder returns.
Normalized
TSR Score

100

Constellation Brands

panies. Perhaps most important,
relatively low barriers to entry
open competitive battleground,
where companies live or die by

80
Kimberly-Clark

elsewhere. This requires a strat-

entiated products. Companies can’t

Church & Dwight

Diageo
Coca-Cola
ConAgra Foods

J.M. Smucker

Tyson Foods
American Greetings

General Mills
Kellogg
Campbell Soup

20
Avon Products

0

Fit for Growth Index Score

1.0

1.5

execute such a strategy unless
they optimize costs and tailor their

Clorox
PepsiCo

Molson Coors Brewing

40

egy that capitalizes on distinctive
capabilities to create truly differ-

Colgate-Palmolive

Newell Rubbermaid

companies must offer something
customers really want but can’t get

Mattel

Whirlpool

60

smart strategies and sharp execution. To win, consumer products

8

Brown-Forman

Anheuser-Busch InBev

make consumer products a wide-

Source: Booz & Company

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0
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high; many employees praise Dia-

vation investments focus on break-

channel efficiencies, innovation,

geo’s meritocratic culture, strong

throughs in areas of market lead-

and joint business planning with

leadership, focus on results over

ership, such as condoms (Trojan),

customers (known as the “Diageo

“face time,” social responsibility,

and closely follow market leaders

Way of Selling”). Capabilities are

diversity, and work–life balance.

in value niches such as baking soda

adapted to meet the needs of local

(Arm & Hammer). More broadly,

markets. For example, Diageo cul-

Church & Dwight

Church & Dwight fosters a financial

tivates a premium image in North

Church & Dwight has assembled a

culture that is highly focused on

America, and emphasizes product

strong portfolio of home-care and

performance, supported by aggres-

innovation to middle-class con-

personal-care brands in both the

sive cost management.

sumers in emerging markets.

premium and value categories. Its

The approach has paid off for

strategy emphasizes identifying

shareholders. Church & Dwight’s

investments to strengthen these

and acquiring niche brands with

TSR has ranked among the highest

key capabilities, in part by seek-

untapped residual equity, such

returns of the consumer products

ing efficiencies in other areas. It

as Nair and Pepsodent. Church &

industry for most of the past decade.

reduces costs through careful stra-

Dwight mines this value by giving

tegic sourcing of ingredients and

the brands wide distribution and

other direct materials, operational

prominent shelf space, then cross-

optimization, alignment between

pollinates and extends the brands

its supply footprint and growth op-

into adjacent categories.

Diageo manages costs and

portunities, and the use of value-

This strategy requires superior

enhancing distribution channels in

capabilities in areas such as brand

emerging markets—to name a few

extension, innovation in categories

of its tactics.

in which a brand is the market leader,

Diageo has built a fit-for-

and being a “fast follower” in niches

purpose, efficient, and effective

in which it is a value player. Church

organization. The company’s

& Dwight develops these capabilities

geographic organization maximizes

through resource alignment.

brand value by combining a focus

Investments focus on brand

on individual growth markets with

development and marketing for a

a global marketing support system.

small set of “power brands” that

Employee satisfaction scores are

drive growth at the company. Inno-
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ing, supply chain and distribution

MAKING IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRES
A CLEAR-HEADEDNESS
ABOUT ONE’S STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES.

• A series of targeted organizational interventions to increase speed and quality of decision making

throughout the enterprise
In the final analysis, most business leaders would

agree that robust strategies, cost and investment management, and fine-tuned organizations are critical to
performance. But they may not be aware of how much
these factors can reinforce one another if the conditions are right. Mastering all three is the hard part; and
our research shows that few companies do so. Making improvements requires a clear-headedness about
one’s strengths and weaknesses, an understanding of
the links to performance, and the development of a detailed plan of attack to reap the benefits. As is often the
case, a good portion of the answer ultimately lies in
focus and execution. +
Reprint No. 00199
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fifth of our sample fell under a strongly positive archetype (“In the Game” or “Ready for Growth”). To close
this gap, the other companies would need to fine-tune
their strategies, raise their differentiating capabilities to
world-class levels, back up those capabilities with judicious cost restructuring and sustained and focused
investment, and redesign their organization to be truly
“fit for purpose.”
Third, the archetypes reveal specific factors that
appear to matter more than others in explaining performance. In a world of tough choices, these constitute
the logical places where companies should focus their
attention first.
To chart a path forward, a company can calculate
its own index score and determine the archetype that
most closely matches its situation. Then, it can develop
an action plan, focusing on the highest-return levers,
to improve performance. For leaders of most companies—those that fall under the “Distracted” archetype—an action path could include:
• A rigorous review of the capabilities needed to
achieve a leading position in their industry, versus
those that are secondary
• A dispassionate assessment of where they stand
against these capabilities on two fronts: their level of
effectiveness, and their relative levels of funding and
investment
• An action plan to scale back in the less-critical areas, and a corresponding plan to redirect funds from
these areas to more critical needs
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Resources
Online Fit for Growth Index Profiler: For an assessment tool from Booz
& Company designed to help evaluate your company’s readiness for
growth, visit booz.com/ffgindexprofiler.
Deniz Caglar, Jaya Pandrangi, and John Plansky, “Is Your Company
Fit for Growth?” s+b, Summer 2012: Three-part prescription to make
companies ready for sustained expansion.
Paul Leinwand and Cesare Mainardi, The Essential Advantage: How to
Win with a Capabilities-Driven Strategy (Harvard Business Review Press,
2011): Chapter 9 describes how to cut costs while growing stronger.
Deniz Caglar, Marco Kesteloo, and Art Kleiner, “How Ikea Reassembled
Its Growth Strategy,” s+b (online only), May 7, 2012: Interview with Ian
Worling, Ikea’s director of business navigation, on the way this highly
capable and frugal retailer moved forward after the Great Recession.
For more thought leadership on this topic, see the s+b website at:
strategy-business.com/strategy_and_leadership.
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